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Dear Mr. Motiwala,
 
do you want to be one foot in front of the rest? Do you want to reflect the
lifestyle of your customers in your products? Become part of a design
revolution? Then you are right with us. Inspiring, creative, innovative -
that's us, that's Perigon, the new joint venture between Sihl and Trichord.
 
But for whom exactly do we offer the right solutions? Find out here and
follow us von Instagram, LinkedIn or our website.
 
And now enjoy reading!
 
Best wishes from Düren, Bern and Fiskeville
 
Aline Jansen
Marketing & Communication

Rubrikbalken
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The leading companies, in the areas of materials and technology, Sihl and
Trichord have joined forces to create “PERIGON” – the German-based
company is the first company to offer the world, unique technical solutions
for productive, cost-effective production of transferring designs to
complex 3D objects. With the patented and proven Perigon process and
technology, every complex shape, regardless of material can be designed
whereby the production volumes no longer play a role.
 
Do you want to learn more? Then watch the video message of Sihl Group
CEO Peter K. Wahsner.
 

>> watch video

Rubrikbalken

Individualisation and unique designs are not just a trend, but also a
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E info-ch@sihl.com
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 Sihl GmbH
Kreuzauer Str. 33 · 52355 Düren
Germany
T +49 2421 597 0
F +49 2421 597 452
E info@sihl.com
 
General Manager:
Reiner Bolz · Martin Blom

personal lifestyle. Whether athletes, who wish to express their passion for
their sport through their equipment; fashion enthusiasts who are looking
for individual sneakers to match their style or families who want to create a
harmonised atmosphere by designing their kitchen appliances in their
own four walls. Perigon offers a solution, regardless of production size.
 
Which is your market?
 

>> more

Rubrikbalken

As brand owner, retailer or online shop you can offer your customers the
creative opportunity to participate in the product design. How? Very easy
with the Perigon technology. Find out how the process with the
thermoformable film, special ink and the Perigon oven works to
transfer images to any three-dimensional objects.
 

>> more
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Contact person:
Aline Jansen | Marketing & Communication
 
To see all images and graphics immediately please add the sender address to your
address book.
 
© Sihl GmbH. All rights are reserved.
 
Data Protection Policy | Privacy Policy
 
If you no longer agree to personal tracking being used, you can revoke your consent
here. If you agree that personal tracking can be used, please activate it here.
 
You have received this newsletter as we would like to keep in touch with you either as
customer, cooperation partner or potential customer. Should you wish to be excluded
from our mailing list you can unsubscribe using the following link Unsubscribe 
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